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Financing Cotton
British Industrial Growth and Decline, 1780-2000
This book links the world of finance directly to the fate of the cotton and textile
industry, long a metaphor for the rise and fall of Britain as a manufacturing economy,
for the first time.

Summary
The cotton and textile industry, at the centre of the industrial revolution, has long
been a metaphor for the rise and fall of Britain as a manufacturing economy. This
book links the world of finance directly to the fate of the cotton and textile industry
for the first time. Using a unique underlying data-set drawn from financial business
records of over 100 cotton and textile-manufacturing firms based in Lancashire, and
ranging from the late eighteenth to the twenty-first century, Financing Cotton
analyses the dynamics of industrial capitalism by uncovering the interaction between
financial systems and technological development and innovation. It offers new
perspectives on business practices and their evolution, as well as decisions taken by
entrepreneurs, managers and employees. The book broadly investigates five
questions: how and why were individual firms profitable and what happened to these
profits; how did the firms' financial structure and performance influence their attitudes
to employment regulation; what were the effects of financial networks and institutions
on the characteristics of the first and second phase of industrialisation; how did the
financial system enable or stifle entrepreneurship and investment in new technology
and, finally, why did consolidation and industrial restructuring offer survival options
for some firms, but not for others?

STEVEN TOMS is Professor of Accounting at the Leeds University Business School.
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Bizet's Carmen Uncovered
Bizet's Carmen in Context exposes the myths and stereotypes that so often surround
this much loved opera by exploring its first staging and the particularly Spanish
contexts in which the opera was conceived, written, and staged.

Summary
What were the forces that brought Carmen to the Operatic stage? There were
certainly many: for example, the liberation of Spain from the Napoleonic rule in 1813;
the subsequent emigration of Spanish artists and musicians to form an active
community in Paris; the mid-century mushrooming of interest in visiting Spain
facilitated by the establishment of railways. The first part of this book explores the
reasons behind the French mania for Spain, and the second demonstrates how the
travels and writings of Prosper Mérimée, particularly in his novella Carmen, but also in
his earlier writings sent back to Paris from his first visit to Spain in the 1830s, were
incorporated into the opera. What were the stories he incorporated into the fateful
tale of the soldier who murders his gypsy lover? And how important was the Spanish
background to this tragic tale?
This book explores how the stereotypes of Andalusian-gypsy spectacle, banditry and
the fiestas of the bullfight-contributed to the eventual success of Bizet's opera. How
did Bizet and his librettists, Meilhac and Halévy-and the scenographic team-capture
the spirit of Spain so strongly as to seduce opera-goers around the world? And how
did it hybridise real Spanish music and French Opera with the essential 'moments' of
Spanish life so important to Mérimée and his librettists? The original staging of the
opera is used to examine both 'places' and characters, in particular of realities and
mythologies about gypsies in the nineteenth century. It concludes with the first ways
in which the opera reached the stage, both in terms of its scenography and how it
was sung, played and acted.
Copiously illustrated with materials emanating from before the first production, the
book reveals some of the realities of the Spain which went into this ground-breaking
opera, to this day continually re-invented with new angles, new settings and new
interpretations.
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Globalized Peripheries
Central Europe and the Atlantic World, 1680-1860
Globalized Peripheries examines the commodity flows and financial ties within Central
and Eastern Europe in order to situate these regions as important contributors to
Atlantic trade networks.

Summary
The early modern Atlantic world, with its flows of bullion, of free and unfree
labourers, of colonial produce and of manufactures from Europe and Asia, with
mercantile networks and rent-seeking capital, has to date been described almost
entirely as the preserve of the Western sea powers. More recent scholarship has
rediscovered the dense entanglements with Central and Eastern Europe. Globalized
Peripheries goes further by looking beyond slavery and American plantations.
Contributions look at the trading practices and networks of merchants established in
Central and Eastern Europe, investigate commodity flows between these regions and
the Atlantic world, and explore the production of export commodities, two-way
migration as well as financial ties. The volume uncovers new economic and financial
connections between Prussia, the Habsburg Empire, Russia, as well as northern and
western Germany with the Atlantic world. Its period coverage connects the end of the
early modern world with the long eighteenth century.
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Liszt and Virtuosity
A new and wide-ranging collection of essays by leading international scholars,
exploring the concept and practices of virtuosity in Franz Liszt and his
contemporaries.

Summary
In the annals of music history, few figures have dominated the discussion of virtuosity
as much as Franz Liszt. A flamboyant performer whose hair-raising technical feats at
the piano created a sense of awe-inspiring excitement and an icon whose star power
radiated far beyond the realm of music, Liszt was, along with his early model,
Paganini, among the first major performer-composers to define himself principally by
virtuosity.

Featuring new essays by an international group of preeminent scholars, Liszt and
Virtuosity offers a reevaluation of the concept and practices of virtuosity as shaped
and defined in Liszt's multifaceted oeuvre, as well as a reconsideration of Liszt's
relation to other major and lesser-known musical figures, including Czerny, Schubert,
Chopin, Brahms, Debussy, and Marie Jaëll.

Set in the context of larger trends within the fields of music history, music analysis,
intellectual history, and performance studies, these capacious explorations
demonstrate that Liszt's uniqueness and significance resided in his ability to transform
virtuosity into a revolutionary musical force, pushing the piano aesthetic to the limits
of sound and poetic meaning.

ROBERT DORAN is Professor of French and Comparative Literature at the University of
Rochester and an Affiliate Faculty member in the Music Theory Department at the
Eastman School of Music.
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Aaron Copland's Hollywood Film Scores
A pioneering study of how American composer Aaron Copland helped shape the sound
of the Hollywood film industry and introduced the moviegoing public to modern
musical styles.

Summary
One of the most influential and beloved American composers, Aaron Copland played a
critical role in shaping what is often recognized as the "American sound." He is best
known for achieving this through his works for the concert hall and ballet. Yet his film
scores, though less familiar nowadays, were equally influential.

Between 1939 and 1949, Copland composed the music for five major Hollywood films:
Lewis Milestone's Of Mice and Men (1939), Sam Wood's Our Town (1940), Lewis
Milestone's The North Star (1943) and The Red Pony (1949), and William Wyler's The
Heiress (1949). These were high-prestige projects, based on literary works by such
respected figures as Henry James, Lillian Hellman, and John Steinbeck.

Using the film medium to introduce the moviegoing public to modern musical styles,
Copland challenged Hollywood's traditional uses of music in film. His innovative
approaches enhanced important national themes running through these films while
also contributing to Hollywood's transformation as the Great Depression gave way to
wartime tribulation and, eventually, postwar prosperity and Red Scare paranoia. Aaron
Copland's Hollywood Film Scores explores Copland's scores, interviews, and lectures,
tracing his legacy and lasting influence on Hollywood's sound.

PAULA MUSEGADES is an assistant professor in Music and American Studies at
Brandeis University.
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Goethe Yearbook 27
A new Forum section focuses on the impact of Digital Humanities on Goethe
scholarship and on eighteenth-century German Studies, alongside articles on a
diverse range of authors and topics.

Summary
The Goethe Yearbook is a publication of the Goethe Society of North America,
showcasing North American and international scholarship on Goethe and other
authors and aspects of the Goethezeit. Volume 27 features the yearbook's first
Forum, a discussion of the impact of Digital Humanities (DH) and "computational
criticism" on Goethe scholarship and eighteenth-century German Studies more
broadly. For this launch, invited contributors were asked to consider the canon in
comparison to "the great unread" (Margaret Cohen): the vast expanse of uncanonized
texts. The contributions evince approaches that go beyond the established binary of
scholarly methods vs. data sciences; they also explore DH as a way of navigating the
gendered fault lines of canon formation. Beyond the Forum, there are articles on
Goethe's self-marketing, on several of his major works, and on pivotal topics in them
(orientation, der Gang, and transgression); on nascent anthropology, on Creativity
Studies, and on other eighteenth-century figures (Rahel Levin Varnhagen, Karl Phillip
Moritz). A newly discovered text by August von Kotzebue, sample entries from the
prodigious work in progress Lexikon of Philosophical Concepts, and the customary
book review section round out the volume.

Richard B. Apgar, Constanze Baum, Jane K. Brown, Matt Erlin, Renata Fuchs, Matthew
Handelman, Katrin Henzel, Stefan Höppner, Julie Koser, James Manalad, Clark
Muenzer, Maike Oergel, Andrew Piper, Mattias Pirholt, Michael Saman, Renata
Schellenberg, Helmut J. Schneider, Oliver Simons, Leif Weatherby, George S.
Williamson, Karin A. Wurst.

Patricia Anne Simpson is Professor of German at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Birgit Tautz is George Taylor Files Professor of Modern Languages at Bowdoin College.
Book review editor Sean Franzel is Associate Professor of German at the University of
Missouri-Columbia.
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The Eneados
Gavin Douglas's Translation of the Aeneid. Volume I: Introduction and
Commentary
First volume in a new edition of Douglas's "Eneados", providing a comprehensive
introduction and commentary.

Summary
Although Virgil's Aeneid was one of the most widely admired works of the European
Middle Ages, the first complete translation to appear in any form of English was Gavin
Douglas's magisterial verse rendering into Older Scots, completed in 1513, which he
called the "Eneados". It included not only the twelve books of Virgil's original, but a
thirteenth added by the Italian humanist scholar Maphaeus Vegius, and lively, original
prologues to every book. D.F.C. Coldwell's four-volume modern edition of it was
published in 1957-64 for the Scottish Text Society, but for some time now has needed
revision.
This new edition will provide a corrected version of Coldwell's text and variants in
subsequent volumes. The first volume, here, the Introduction and Commentary, offers
a wealth of new scholarship, comparing Douglas's text to his exact Latin source (first
identified by Professor Bawcutt in a 1973 essay reprinted here); vastly expanding the
Commentary; offering detailed new analysis of the manuscript and print witnesses to
the text and its early reception and circulation; and surveying modern Douglas
criticism. There is also a new Bibliography.

PRISCILLA BAWCUTT, honorary professor at the University of Liverpool, is one of the
most distinguished contemporary scholars of Older Scots. She has edited The Poems
of William Dunbar for the Association of Scottlish Literary Studies (1997/8), and The
Shorter Poems of Gavin Douglas for the Scottish Text Society (revised 2003); she has
written very widely and deeply on all aspects of Older Scots literature, including her
foundational study, Gavin Douglas (1976). IAN C. CUNNINGHAM, former Keeper of
Manuscripts at the National Library of Scotland, has published extensively on Latin
and Older Scots manuscripts, and edited and translated Theophrastus
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Framing the World
Classical Influences on Sixteenth-Century Geographical Thought
A timely examination of the ways in which sixteenth-century understandings of the
world were framed by classical theory.

Summary
The long sixteenth century saw a major shift in European geographical understanding:
in the space of little more than a hundred years Western Europeans moved to see the
world as a place in which all parts of the sphere were made by God for human
exploitation and to interact with one another. Taking such a scenario as its historical
backdrop, Framing the Early Modern World examines the influence of Greek and
Roman ideas on the formulation of new geographical theories in sixteenth-century
western Europe.
While discussions of inhabitability dominate the geographical literature throughout the
sixteenth century, humanist geographers of the sixteenth century, trained in Greek
and Roman writings, found in them the key intellectual tools which allowed the
oikoumene (the habitable world) to be redefined as a globally-connected world. In
this world, all parts of the sphere were designed to be in communication with one
another. The coincidence of the Renaissance and the period of European exploration
enabled a new geographical understanding fashioned as much by classical theory as
by early modern empirical knowledge. Newly discovered lands could then be defined,
exploited and colonized. In this way, the author argues, the seeds of the modern era
of colonization, expansionism and ultimately globalization were sown. Framing the
Early Modern World is a timely work, contributing to a growing discourse on the
origins of globalization and the roots of modernity.

MARGARET SMALL is Lecturer in Early Modern History (Europe and the Wider World)
at the School of History and Cultures, University of Birmingham.
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The National Covenant in Scotland, 1638-1689
What did it mean to be a Covenanter?

Summary
From its first subscription in 1638, the National Covenant was an aspect of life that
communities across Scotland encountered on a daily basis. However, how
contemporaries understood its significance remains unclear. This edited collection
assesses how people interacted with the National Covenant's infamously ambiguous
text, the political and religious changes that it provoked, and the legacy that it left
behind. This volume contains eleven chapters divided between three themes that
reveal the complex processes behind Covenanting: the act of swearing and
subscribing the Covenants; the process of self fashioning and identity formation, and,
finally, the various acts of remembering and memorialising the history of the National
Covenant. The collection reveals different narratives of what it meant to be a
Covenanter rather than one, uniform, and unchanging idea. The National Covenant
forced contortions in Scottish identities, memories, and attitudes and remained
susceptible to changes in the political context. Its impact was dependent upon
individual circumstances. The volume's chapters contend that domestic understanding
of the National Covenant was far more nuanced, and the conversations very different,
from those occurring in a wider British or Irish context. Those who we now call
'Covenanters' were guided by very different expectations and understandings of what
the Covenant represented. The rules that governed this interplay were based on local
circumstances and long-standing pressures that could be fuelled by short-term
expediency. Above all, the nature of Covenanting was volatile. Chapters in this volume
are based on extensive archival research of local material that provide a view into the
complex, and often highly personalised, ways people understood the act or memory
of Covenanting. The chapters explore the religious, political, and social responses to
the National Covenant through its creation in 1638, the Cromwellian invasion of 1650
and the Restoration of monarchy in 1660.
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Power-Brokers and the Yorkist State, 1461-1485
Examination of the role played by key figures around the monarchy in the Wars of the
Roses.

Summary
The reigns of Edward IV and Richard III have long engendered fascination and
debate, not least concerning the extent of the authority and power of key individuals
surrounding the court at the time. This book examines the most influential men and
women at the centre of their regimes: the political power-brokers. They served the
king in matters of diplomacy, warfare, court ceremony, local government, and the
attempt to keep order amid the ongoing crisis of kingship sparked by the Wars of the
Roses. Their close royal association to the king led to rapid increases in their power
and fortune. Among their ranks are well-documented figures such as the tragic
"Kingmaker", Richard Neville, earl of Warwick, and the steadfast baron William, Lord
Hastings. This volume however is also concerned to bring to the forefront lesser
discussed figures, including Sir Thomas Montgomery, Edward's close friend whose
career was remade by the Yorkist usurpation, and Sir John Fogge, one of the leading
men of Kent who prospered under Yorkist rule, yet risked everything by rejecting
Richard's right to rule.
Grounded on extensive archival research, this book offers a more detailed and
nuanced image of the influence the power-brokers wielded and their place in the
Yorkist state. It analyses the manifestation of their power and the manner in which
they exercised their influence publicly and privately; and establishes their importance
in the foundation, maintenance, and downfall of the Yorkist dynasty.

ALEXANDER BRONDARBIT gained his PhD from the University of Winchester; he is
now an Academic Planning Analyst at the University of California, Santa Cruz.
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Political Journalism in London, 1695-1720
Defoe, Swift, Steele and their Contemporaries
A major history of the evolution of political journalism in the late Stuart and early
Hanoverian period.

Summary
The reign of Queen Anne (1702-1714) saw a remarkable boom in political journalism
and newspaper culture in which some of the leading literary lights of the age, Swift,
Defoe, Addison, Steele, were heavily involved. While scholars have dealt at length
with the physical development and circulation of these newspapers and with their
literary contribution, much less has been done to trace the evolving ideologies of
London's political newspapers in this period.

In this major contribution to the study of eighteenth century political culture, Ashley
Marshall shows how the ideologies of the leading papers developed in direct and
indirect response to one another. She offers provocative re-readings of well-known
journals, including Defoe's Review, Swift's Examiner and the various publishing
ventures of Richard Steele, and first accounts of the wealth of smaller, short-lived
journals which made up the ecosystem of periodical publishing at the time. A ground-
breaking final chapter looks at the radically different ways in which periodical writers
imagined and addressed their public. Drawing out the distinction between the Whig
ideal of a highly engaged citizenry and a Tory press which conditioned its readers to
be dutiful subjects rather than active citizens, Marshall argues that these rhetorical
differences reflected an ongoing debate about the ultimate role of journalism.
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Debating with Demons
Pedagogy and Materiality in Early English Literature
A consideration of the theme of demons as teachers in early English literature.

Summary
In early English literature ca 700-1000 C.E., demons are represented as teachers who
use methods of persuasion and argumentation to influence their "pupils". By
deploying these methods, related to the liberal arts of rhetoric and dialectic, demons
become masters of verbal manipulation. Their pupils are frequently women or Jews,
seemingly marginal figures but who often oppose the authority of demonic
pedagogues and challenge their deceptive lessons. In poetic accounts of the Fall of
the Angels, the Fall of Adam and Eve, and the lives of the saints, those who debate
with demons redefine the significance of narrative, authority, and resistance in early
medieval pedagogy.
This book argues that these encounters between demonic teachers and their pupils
are both epistemological, altering the pupils' knowledge, and ontological, affecting
their state of being. As the pupils "learn", the physical locations they occupy align
with rhetorical and dialectical topoi, or conceptual spaces in the mind, as minds,
souls, bodies, and places are integrated into cohesive lived experience. The volume
thus explores early medieval pedagogy as a spirituo-material practice, both embodied
and emplaced, with the potential to alter the onto-epistemological dynamics of the
world.

CHRISTINA M. HECKMAN is Professor of English at Augusta University, Georgia.
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